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UNDER RANGE INTEROPERABILITY

Dennis A. Goulet and Harriet Coleman
Test and Evaluation Department

Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division
Newport, RI, USA

Summary: The U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC) has established a
secure network linking training and Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
(RDT&E) ranges with sponsor sites. These links allow the remote monitoring and
archiving of range data and audio, access to Center modeling, simulation and analysis
facilities, the ability to remotely upgrade development and operating system software,
and the ability to perform remote diagnostics and trouble-shooting of range resources
from the Exercise Communications Center (ECC) located in Newport, RI, which
serves as the hub of the network. The Training, Test and Evaluation Analysis
Laboratory (TEAL) was developed to coordinate access to shipboard and land-based
trainers and modeling and simulation facilities, as well as undersea ranges. By this
process, TEAL integrates undersea ranges, laboratory simulation, and training systems
into a seamless communications network. The Australian Underwater Range Activity
(AURA) being installed in Western Australia has the capacity to become a participant
in TEAL. The test and training flexibilities available with TEAL can enhance and
expand the capabilities of AURA to the benefit of the Royal Australian Navy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Real world test and evaluation of undersea warfare systems has previously been
limited to exercises of prototype systems on underwater ranges. In reaction to the
downward trend of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) budgets, development of
undersea warfare system simulation and modeling facilities has increased
significantly. The current focus for interoperability is primarily at the training-level,
i.e., multiple units engaged in a common exercise. However, it has become apparent
that interoperability must also be integral at the Test & Evaluation (T&E) level. T&E
interoperability is focusing on the simulation and analysis laboratories engaging in a
common exercise in conjunction with multiple live units. NUWC, as the U.S. Navy’s
principal RDT&E center for submarine warfare and self-defense systems, surface ship
sonar systems, and undersea weapon systems, has initiated development of TEAL.



2 UNDERSEA TRACKING RANGES

Historically, undersea tracking range exercises have been the mainstay for T&E and
training of ships, submarines, and weapons in the undersea environment.
Improvements to existing combat systems had to be installed on Fleet platforms to
fully test the performance of modifications against targets. Undersea tracking ranges
are defined geographic areas with bottom-mounted sensors which cooperatively track
instrumented underwater vehicles such as submarines, torpedoes, and mobile targets.

The advent of high-speed data processing and detailed understanding of the undersea
environments has let to the increased use of simulation to assess the value of
incremented improvements without prototyping hardware, and stimulation of existing
systems to conduct tests using hazardous or restrictive scenarios.

3 SIMULATION/STIMULATION

NUWC has developed several advanced simulation, modeling and analysis
laboratories to provide RDT&E of submarine warfare and self-defense systems,
surface ship sonar systems, and undersea weapon systems. These development
laboratories can create integral sonar and weapon systems using a combination of
simulation software and actual hardware which are used to evaluate new
enhancements, provide full system testing prior to shipboard installation, and evaluate
crew performance during development. Some of the unique simulators located at
NUWC include:

3.1 Acoustic Signal Processing Laboratory (ASPL)

The ASPL is a secure facility with numerous signal processing tools allowing multi-
channel signal processing in time and space. The laboratory is capable of high-fidelity
noise signature simulation/stimulation used primarily for evaluation of platform
detectibility and the testing of advanced signal detection and processing systems. The
laboratory also supports research base analysis and development such as weapons
quieting programs.

3.2 Combat System Evaluation and Analysis Laboratory (CSEAL)

The CSEAL provides a test-bed simulator used for advanced submarine combat
control systems studies in human factors, operability, performance, evaluation, and
attack center configurations. Sophisticated weapon kinematics and sensor systems are
incorporated into the software environment to provide a realistic means of simulation



for the algorithms, information displays, and concepts under investigation. In addition,
the CSEAL provides for direct input of at-sea test data as an alternative to simulation.

3.3 Integrated Warfare Analysis Laboratory (IWAL)

The IWAL is a research and development laboratory for devising innovative
approaches to warfare analysis and for applying resulting techniques to various
system, platform, and mission-effectiveness naval warfare studies. This facility is
used to perform complex, multi-platform naval analysis; to develop more efficient,
higher fidelity, state-of-the-art methodologies for performing studies; and to conduct
research into revolutionary approaches to modeling and analysis. The resident models
and simulations address Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) tasks for submarines and
surface combatants, as well as all current and potential warfare missions for
submarines.

3.4 Land-Based Integrated Test Site (LBITS)

The LBITS is an aggregation of individual sonar systems and subsystems that is
reconfigurable in many variants of Surface Ship ASW Combat Systems. Specialized
training and life-cycle maintenance are accomplished throughout simulations and
stimulations that provide realistic, repeatable, controlled environments and scenarios
for multiple simultaneous users. LBITS provides realistic simulated sensor input
signals generated in accordance with dynamically controllable operational scenarios.
The simulation includes a variety of ocean environments and dynamic motions of own
ship; it also includes Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS) helicopter
contacts, surface contacts, subsurface contacts (including maneuvers), and
comprehensive acoustic parameters for all contact.

3.5 Weapon Analysis Facility (WAF)

The WAF uses a dedicated computer system to simulate all torpedo operations in a
realistic underwater tactical scenario. This facility allows the assessment of weapon
performance in any acoustic environment with a high degree of fidelity and realism
and can be operated with or without actual torpedo hardware integrated into the
simulation. The WAF allows for the preview of in-water runs and post-run
investigations of observed anomalies, or it can serve as a substitute to in-water runs,
expanding the available statistical data base. It can be used for software improvements
and upgrades along with the exploration of new system architectures and new
beamforming techniques.



Additional NUWC simulation capabilities are available with the Generalized
Simulations/Stimulations (GSS) combat systems sonar simulator, the Land-Based
Evaluation Facility (LBEF) Trident simulation and evaluation facility, the Missiles,
Simulation, Development and Test Facility (NSDTF) for simulation and test of sea-
based missile operations and the Propulsion Noise Test System (PNTS) for the
development of quiet weapon propulsion systems.

While these facilities provide an incredible level of fidelity and realism as it pertains
to the individual system under test/development, the real power of these simulation
and modeling systems can be exploited by connecting them with each other, and with
live participants, both on ranges and pier-side. The integration of postulated sensor
and weapon systems into Navy platforms for evaluation purposes will allow future
tactics and training based on these “systems.”

4 TEAL

TEAL is a distributed system designed to integrate the Navy ranges, laboratories, and
training systems into a seamless communications network. TEAL increases threat
density and realism through simulation of threat vehicles and stimulation of on-board
trainer systems. It also facilitates interplay of participants at geographically separated
ranges or with modeling and simulation laboratories.

TEAL has established a secure data communication network between NUWC’s
simulation and analysis laboratories and the Navy’s T&E and training ranges. The
NUWC fiber network may be used to transmit digitized data from one laboratory to
another. Figure 1 depicts the communication network within NUWC. Encrypted serial
lines are being utilized for transmitting data between the Navy ranges, external
trainers, and the ECC. Positional data will be expanded to include event and fire
control data. These abilities to access command and control databases on Navy
platforms for the evaluation and analysis at the laboratories in near-real time, and to
remotely control range operations, are both under investigation.

Figure 1. NUWC Data Communications Configuration



TEAL creates the synthetic environment selected for a chosen exercise. In a typical
scenario, two submarines on geographically separated ranges can interact as if they
were both operating on the same range. TEAL can also place the two participants in a
computer-generated, synthetic environment tailored to meet their tactical
requirements. Each submarine would receive information on its “opponent” through a
high-fidelity acoustic signature simulation running onboard a “target” platform. This
signature would be acoustically transmitted into the undersea environment to trigger
the participant’s sonar system. The actual range track data of the live participant is
processed by TEAL to stimulate an appropriate response in the signature simulator.
One of the participants may fire a simulated weapon at his opponent. TEAL provides
all players with the illusion that all other exercise participants are operating in the
same environment.

A demonstration combining live and simulated assets on a Navy range has been
completed to verify the feasibility of the interoperability concept. The typical scenario
is described as follows:

A unit operating on a Navy range such as the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation
Center or the Southern California Off-Shore Range will interactively prosecute a
platform created within a simulation and analysis laboratory such as LBITS and
operated by a Navy crew. Either participant will be able to fire weapons generated
within WAF. All data from this exercise will be transmitted in real time to the IWAL
for mission analysis and reconstruction. TEAL will coordinate the data links to and
from the range(s), provide the synthetic environment, and provide “ground truth” for
the overall exercise. All participants will be responsible for operating their respective
systems. The coordinants sent by TEAL to the participants will be used as inputs to
the platform’s Onboard Trainer (OBT). These OBTs will then stimulate the front end
of the platform’s sensor equipment and allow for real-time interaction.

NUWC’s T&E department designs, installs, and manages several Navy T&E and
training ranges. Many computer models and simulators have been developed to test
the functionality of an instrumented range. Accurate computer models exist for
transponders, transducers, hydrophones, underwater cabling, ocean environments,
signal processors, tracking algorithms, survey algorithms, display graphics, etc. TEAL
will provide a user-friendly interface and distributed network to allow access to these
computer models, allowing for the simulation of a complete range complex or a
unique aspect of one. The user will be able to piece together a fully functional range
with components varying from platform simulators to ocean environmental models,
and signal processing to computer display graphics from an extensive library of
computer models. New models developed to simulate advanced concepts will also be
integrated into the range model and fully tested.



An additional benefit of these communication links and data handling capacity is the
capability of remotely processing data gathered in the field. Acoustic and track data
gathered at an underwater range or specialized test site could be processed efficiently
in centralized laboratories at NUWC without the need for the analysts to travel to the
test site. This significantly reduces travel costs and on-site analysis capabilities
associated with prototype and field systems.

5 AURA

AURA is being installed off the coast of western Australia in order to measure the
undersea performance of the Collins Class platform, sensor systems and weapon
launch systems over the full operational capability. Although the driving need for an
underwater tracking range is to test submarine “automobile performance,” ready
access to an instrumented tracking area will greatly benefit the entire Royal Australian
Navy (RAN). Actual performance and real-time tracking of RAN combat units and
weapons systems can be measured and analyzed. Naval air, surface, and submerged
components can participate in individual or joint coordinated training exercise under
realistic scenarios and environmental conditions. Post-exercise analysis and
processing provides exercise assessment, platform evaluation, and crew debriefing
capabilities.

AURA was designed and manufactured using systems previously demonstrated on
U.S. Navy underwater ranges. The reliance on U.S. developed technologies resulted in
a low-risk, economically priced approach to provide the RAN with the test capability
required to ensure the performance of the Collins Class Submarine. An additional
benefit of the common U.S./RAN underwater range tracking computers and software
is the facility with which AURA could participate in TEAL. Not only could RAN
assets participate in combined exercises with U.S. Navy forces, but the RAN might
have access to the Harpoon, MK48 torpedo and MK46 torpedo simulators, threat force
simulators, and could even participate as a diesel threat submarine against U.S.
Forces.

6 CONCLUSIONS

TEAL provides a low-cost alternative to asset-intensive on-range exercises. The
ability to increase threat density and realism through simulation and stimulation of
shipboard trainer systems, combined with facilitating interplay of participants at
geographically separated ranges or with modeling and simulation laboratories, will
support sophisticated T&E scenarios within the projected constraints of reduced
operational forces and budgets. With the addition of the appropriate satellite links, the
RAN through AURA could become a participant in the TEAL network of



Simulation/Stimulation enhanced testing. TEAL provides AURA the means for true
underwater range interoperability with the U.S. Navy undersea ranges.


